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Figure 1. We envision many types of style applications based on the style analysis technique presented in this paper. From Left: Dynamic Spines use
color screens to display style visualizations on physical books. Expressive E-Readers use a shape-changing case to morph the texture to match the style
of the page, expressing style through touch rather than visuals. Style Search interfaces allow exploring diverse repositories of published or amateur
writing through style. The Style Editor (which we implemented and studied) allows writers to forefront style as they edit their own writing; for example
ﬁnding mismatched authorial styles between collaborators in an early draft of the introduction of this paper (shown at right).

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Style is an important aspect of writing, shaping how audiences interpret and engage with literary works. However, for
most people style is difﬁcult to articulate precisely. While
users frequently interact with computational word processing
tools with well-deﬁned metrics, such as spelling and grammar
checkers, style is a signiﬁcantly more nuanced concept. In this
paper, we present a computational technique to help surface
style in written text. We collect a dataset of crowdsourced
human judgments of style, derive a model of style by training a
neural net on this data, and present novel applications for visualizing and browsing style across broad bodies of literature, as
well as an interactive text editor with real-time style feedback.
We study these interactive style applications with users and
discuss implications for enabling this novel approach to style.

Style is a well-known element of written language, yet notoriously difﬁcult to precisely identify and describe. Style is
variously deﬁned as an author’s individual signature, a genre’s
conventions, a work’s particular use of language, and many
more. Among literary scholars, style is a philosophical and
often controversial topic. Yet laypeople experience style when
reading, and have a style when writing1 , though they may lack
the knowledge to articulate these ideas formally, and so rely
on vague descriptions.
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Despite these complexities, style is fundamental to the experience of reading and writing. In this paper, we seek to develop
ways for people to communicate with each other and with computational systems about style. To do so, we develop a new
representation of style that reﬂects tacit knowledge and community consensus, releasing the restrictions of formal terms
and objective deﬁnitions.
In a formative study of conceptions of style, we ﬁnd that people have strong feelings about style that they cannot put into
words, and experience style as an overall effect, rather than as
categories. They learn through experience, and communicate
style by comparison rather than with formal terms. In other
words, style is a tacit experience.2 However, most computational systems take a categorical approach to style, formalizing
it into groups by author, genre, or time period. But style is not
always experienced as an authorial monolith; individuals may
write differently at different times, or in different contexts.
1 According to some literary theorists, though others may disagree [11]
2 Tacit knowledge [29] refers to what we can know without being
able to explicitly articulate to others (e.g. riding a bicycle, playing a
musical instrument, or perhaps describing literary style).

Genres may have trends, but individual works may challenge
such boundaries, or contain many styles at once. By taking a
tacit approach, we create a new computational lens with which
to look at the experience of style beyond these categorizations.

inﬂuenced by other traditions of style, as we are interested in
understanding people’s subjective aesthetic experience, rather
than adhering to a single formal deﬁnition.

To access tacit knowledge of style, we design a crowdsourcing
task to elicit human judgments of style similarity between
passages of text, and create the ﬁrst dataset of human comparisons of style in ﬁction, with ~66,000 judgments across
~21,000 comparisons. We train a machine learning model on
this dataset, and operationalize this model through two interface probes. First, an “Explorer” interface plots excerpts by
their style in a 2-D style space, allowing the exploration of
style between texts. Second, an “Editor” interface presents
a co-located visualization of style next to editable text. The
Editor foregrounds style as it ebbs and ﬂows through the text
and allows instant update of the visual representation as the
text is altered. These interfaces can process new texts not in
the original dataset, enabling users to explore style across any
written collection, even beyond our dataset. Through a user
study, we highlight how these interface probes expose style,
inviting new curiosity, reﬂection, and creativity in reading and
writing.

Quantitative Features of Style

Style is and likely always will be a literary concept resisting
exact classiﬁcation. This paper should not be interpreted as
attempting to mechanize literature or style into an exact computational model. To the contrary, the joy we experience from
engaging with literature inspires this work. We believe that
even partially and selectively exposing style within texts can
be inspiring, inviting genuine curiosity and the discovery of
new, similar, or different styles. Our hope is that such computational literary tools can augment and accelerate the discovery,
appreciation, joy, and celebration of literature.
RELATED WORK

This paper draws from techniques across several disciplines.
We discuss how these disciplines have engaged with style and
how we integrate elements from these ﬁelds to offer a new
perspective on approaching style with computational tools.
Literary Theory and Deﬁning Style

Literary theorists have examined the question of style for centuries; no universally accepted conclusions have been reached.
However, Herrmann et al. present a potential deﬁnition for
computational style research: “Style is a property of texts
constituted by an ensemble of formal features which can be
observed quantitatively or qualitatively” [11]. This deﬁnition
encompasses both “complete texts or fragments of texts,” and
“is not limited to a given author’s style.” Herrmann et al. draw
from the history of literary theories of style to propose a deﬁnition that creates common ground for literary scholars, digital
humanists, and computational researchers. Here, we will base
our exploration of style on this deﬁnition to bridge the areas
of literary theory and human computer interaction. Speciﬁcally, we focus on style in “fragments of texts,” at the unit
of 200 word excerpts. We approach entire works as combinations of excerpts. Therfore we do not expect texts to have
a uniform style throughout; rather the overall style of a text
includes the variations in style within it. However, we are also

Since the ﬁrst use of statistical methods for authorship attribution in 1960 [24], the ﬁeld of stylometry has used analytical
and computational methods to build quantitative models of
style to classify unknown texts. Stylometry is commonly used
for authorship identiﬁcation [40], plagiarism detection [22],
author gender identiﬁcation [3], and genre classiﬁcation [34],
among others [19, 39]. Researchers have identiﬁed features
that perform well for these uses [15], including lexical features
(e.g. word frequencies), character features (e.g. n-grams), and
syntactic features (e.g. parts of speech) [33], and used computational methodologies such as support vector machines,
neural nets, self-organizing maps, and spanning trees [10, 26,
32]. Some quantitative style metrics have come into common use; for example, the Flesch-Kincaid readability tests
compute how difﬁcult a passage is to understand based on
sentence length and the number of syllables per word [17].
Online resources such as Hemingway App [1] use highlighting to suggest ways to improve scores on these metrics. We
ground our work in these methods, but instead of investigating
authorship attribution or categorizations through explicit features, we create our model using a human-deﬁned deﬁnition
of style informed by tacit knowledge. A similar tacit aspect in
knowledge about genres is noted by [13].
Most datasets for stylometric work are created through categorization, using metadata such as authorship or genre to deﬁne
classes. Looking beyond this approach, Crosbie et al. [7]
investigate the quality of “literariness” using stylometric techniques, and generate a small dataset of 10 passages rated by
the general public on a Likert scale for literariness. We similarly build a dataset from human judgments, but focus on a
distinctly different approach to style: comparative similarity
based on tacit knowledge. We create a dataset of 800 passages
combined into 21,000 comparisons. To our knowledge, no
other such direct dataset of style similarity judgments exists.
Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing techniques provide approaches to
semantic understanding and automatic text generation. Word
embeddings [27] have been used to understand similarities
between words, and improve semantic analysis of text. A conceptual extension of word embeddings, document embeddings
have been used for sentiment analysis and text classiﬁcation
[18, 8], and can effectively cluster texts based on similarity. A
technique for auto-generating text [31] can produce, to some
extent, stylistically coherent content. While these techniques
may be able to capture some aspects of style, they do not
separate style from semantics. We demonstrate an architecture
that generates a separable representation of style.
Human Computer Interaction and Writing Support Tools

We highlight here the subset of work in writing support tools
most related to our approach to style. Bernstein et al. [5]
integrated crowd-powered editing tools into a text editor to

handle tasks relying on human judgment; similarly, we leverage crowd knowledge to approach a problem that requires
human judgment: tacit knowledge of style. Pera et al. [28]
used readability and style characteristics derived from reviews,
in addition to content, to recommend books for children. Vaz
et al. [36] explored the integration of style analysis into recommendation systems, showing that stylometric features improve
results. Vaz et al.’s prototype system [37] used stylometric
comparisons to recommend similar books. We also use style
to inform computational tools, but rather than utilizing the formal metrics derived from authorship identiﬁcation directly, we
surface the gestalt experience of style and support interactive
interpretation through visualizations, rather than generating
speciﬁc recommendations.

We found that all of our participants had a personal deﬁnition
for literary style, as well as particular styles they liked and
disliked. Most valued style in choosing what to read or in
shaping their own writing. Only one participant considered it
irrelevant to their reading and writing. As important as style
was, participants did not have a clear way of talking about it:
F4 [I react to style], but I think it’s hard to articulate what I
like about it.
F7 I know the vibe...I don’t really have a word for it.

Instead of explicit terms, interviewees relied on examples,
referencing other works as touchpoints to get their meaning
across:
F3 There are styles, but I don’t know how to communicate to
you, but I can tell you check out this author, see how he writes.

Digital Humanities and Visualization

In the literary technique of “close reading,” annotating in situ
and preserving the structure of the text are essential to analysis.
In contrast, “distant reading” is a data-driven approach to
studying texts [12, 23], in which the structure of the text is
removed to provide a global view of the text or its relation to a
larger corpus. Here we discuss research which combines close
and distant reading to take a computational approach to text
while preserving structure or detail through visualizations.
Muralidharan et al. [25] created a tool for investigating patterns
in text collections through visualization. Weber [38] used
a word-highlighting approach where each part of speech is
assigned a color to reveal contrasting visual patterns in ﬁction
and scientiﬁc writing. Keim et al. [14] visualized texts by
computing a sequence of values for individual stylometric
features, creating “ﬁngerprints” that can be compared across
works. McCurdy et al. [20] visualized the sound of a poem in
the context of the text. These each use explicit characteristics,
directly represented. Our visualizations similarly leverage
considerations of both close and distant reading, but are driven
by our tacit model of style, not by explicit features.
FORMATIVE STUDY: UNDERSTANDING STYLE

Our research began with a formative study to elicit the personal
concepts, perceptions, and articulations of style from people
with signiﬁcant knowledge of literature. We recruited 14
participants (6 men, 8 women; mean age 23, range 18-30) who
self-identiﬁed as “writers” or “avid readers” from university
mailing lists for creative writing, design, and computer science.
We conducted semi-structured interviews around their reading
and writing practice, focusing on their thoughts about style
and writing support tools. Afterwards, they interacted with an
early prototype of a style exploration tool. Interviews lasted an
hour, and participants were compensated US$20. We analyzed
the interviews with a grounded theory approach [6].
Most participants reported experience in creative writing (12
participants) and academic writing (9), as well as other types
of long-form writing, with a mean of 7 years of writing experience (range 4-15). Three participants were actively studying
literature, one participant wrote in a professional capacity outside of academia, and three others held volunteer editorial
positions.

When asked explicitly, participants described style as a “gut
feeling” (F7), “an overall e˙ect” (F13), and “more of an instinct”
(F2).
Participants repeatedly articulated that style is learned through
experience and communicated through comparisons, suggesting that style is a form of tacit knowledge. Though most
computational approaches to style rely on identifying and reporting explicit quantitative features of texts, our participants
experience style in a much more intuitive way. This insight
motivates the design of our dataset collection, model, and applications, to capture and enhance people’s tacit approach to
style.
DATASET: STYLE SIMILARITY IN FICTION

To develop tools capturing tacit approaches to style, we collected a novel dataset of style judgments.3 . Rather than asking
individuals to categorize or label style, we collect judgments
of stylistic similarity, using comparisons within triplets of excerpts, as shown to be effective in [2, 35]. Excerpts are drawn
from contemporary ﬁction, as it is accessible, commonly read,
and showcases diverse styles. We would expect to ﬁnd a great
deal of disagreement across individuals in how they judge passages, therefore we collected seven judgments per comparison.
The dataset consists of:
• Comparisons: Crowdworkers read a set of three excerpts
of text and compare the style of the ﬁrst excerpt (A) to the
following two (B, C), then judge which of B or C is most
stylistically similar to A.
• Explanations: Each crowdworker provides a few words
of free text to justify their decision, by describing what is
similar between A and their choice of B/C.
• Intensities: Each crowdworker indicates on a scale of 1-5
how similar their choice of B/C is to A.
Excerpt Generation and Comparison Triplets

Each comparison used in the crowdsourcing task consists
of three excerpts from contemporary ﬁction displayed side
by side, a “triplet.” We separate the data into seven sets of
triplets, with between 1,050 and 6,300 triplets, created from
disjoint sets of texts. This provides disjoint sets of triplets for
3 https://github.com/style-dataset

To avoid confounds such as shared character names, excerpts
from the same text do not occur in the same triplet. Table 1
summarizes the dataset parameters; the open-source dataset
provides a full characterization.
Crowdsourcing Method

To collect human judgments of style, the comparison triplets
were released on a crowdsourcing platform.
Participants/platform: We recruited crowdworkers from the
crowdsourcing platform Figure Eight4 . This platform provides
a curated workforce from around the world, with built-in quality control mechanisms, discussed below. We recruited 836
participants, from 38 countries.

Figure 2. 1) Dataset Generation: Excerpts are extracted from texts, then
combined into triplets. 2) Crowdsourcing Task: The task presents a
triplet of excerpts followed by three questions about their style, or “feel.”
The ﬁrst excerpt (A) is the anchor, to which B and C are compared. Free
response text is used to identify “good-faith” respondents, i.e. those who
provide reasonable free-text answers. 3) Data Collection and Analysis:
Crowdsourced judgments of stylistic similarity are analyzed for reliability and agreement to identify high-agreement triplets. Here, the triplet
shown is high-agreement, since 4 good-faith respondents voted for B, and
only 1 voted for C, resulting in a difference of 3.

training and testing machine learning models, and varies the
parameters used to select excerpts to enable different ways of
looking at style (see Table 1 for a summary of parameters).
To generate the excerpts, we retrieved plain text from publicly available previews of ﬁction published through Amazon
Kindle (Fig. 2). These books were pulled from seven genre
categories as listed by Amazon: Action and Adventure, Contemporary, Historical, Horror, Humor, Literary Fiction, and
World Literature. Each set includes texts from all of these
genres. Amazon Kindle is used to emphasize contemporary
ﬁction. Other sources, such as Project Gutenberg, emphasize
older works in which the conventions of the era may overwhelm more subtle differences in style.
We extracted excerpts of approximately 200 words from each
preview. Since the ﬁrst paragraphs of a book are often quite
different from the rest of the text, excerpts were extracted from
the middles and ends of the previews. We rounded each to the
nearest sentence end above 200 words. Choosing a style unit
of 200 words allows us to analyze prose style at the paragraph
level. While choosing a granular unit of comparison means
we cannot look at style on the level of narrative structure, it
supports investigating the local style of fragments of text (such
as rhythm, sentence structure, vocabulary, etc.).
Since the number of combinations of three excerpts is prohibitively large, we generated a random subset of possible
triplets for crowdsourcing. Each excerpt serves as the “anchor”
in a triplet a ﬁxed number of times; the anchor refers to excerpt
A, against which B and C are compared (see Fig. 2, part 2).

Training: Participants were given an example comparison,
instructions, and a brief tutorial on some concepts related to
literary style. To minimize bias towards one speciﬁc interpretation of style, participants were instructed to use their intuition,
rather than speciﬁc metrics. The full training instructions are
provided with the dataset. After the instructions, participants
completed an example task to become familiar with the task
layout.
Task: After training, participants were presented with style
triplets from the dataset, and answered three questions for each
(Fig. 2, part 2), where the letter displayed in questions (2) and
(3) depends on the answer to (1):
1. Which text, B or C, has the most similar feel to A?
2. What are a couple words that describe the feel of both A
and [B or C]?
3. How similar is A to [B or C]? (On a 5 point Likert scale
from Very Different to Very Similar)
Each triplet was presented to seven participants. Participants
were paid US$0.10-0.15 per judgment.
Quality control: We used several built-in quality control mechanisms on the Figure Eight platform. First, participants were
dropped if less time was taken than an estimate of minimum
reading time for the passages. Second, participants were
dropped if they failed to maintain a sufﬁcient score on “test
questions” seeded throughout the task. Test questions used
the same format as the comparison triplets but consisted of
two excerpts from a single text, and one from a different text,
chosen to have a signiﬁcantly different style.
Cleaning

To ensure that respondents took the task seriously and provided “good-faith” answers, we remove potentially “bad-faith”
responses using heuristics drawing on the free-response text,
such as ﬁnding nonsense words. These heuristics are provided with the dataset. 307 contributors provided good-faith
judgments, with a mean of 215 good-faith judgments each
(range 1 to 1715). The cleaning stage is separate from and
prior to determining triplets with “high-agreement,” as discussed in the next section: Modeling Style (Fig. 2, part 3).
45% of triplets with at least 3 good-faith judgments qualify as
“high-agreement triplets.”
4 https://www.figure-eight.com/

Validation

Krippendorff’s alpha is extremely low: 0.13 for all responses,
and 0.15 for the cleaned responses. In crowdsourcing tasks
with correct answers, low inter-rater reliability could indicate
that participants lacked knowledge of the task domain or did
not take care in responding. However, the interviews with
experts suggest that perceptions of style are tacit, inherently
subjective and vary across individuals. Due to the quality
checks in place, we believe the second case holds.
We recruited three experienced writers unfamiliar with the
project to perform the same task as the crowdworkers on
a random sample of 30 triplets with high crowd agreement.
These colleagues were recruited in-person, and completed the
task remotely. All are native English speakers. The majority
answer of these participants agreed with the aggregate crowd
response 70% of the time. If the crowd responses were random,
we would expect to see an agreement of 50%. The results
show there is a perceptible style signal that aligns with overall
perceptions, with individual variation.
Organization

The dataset is organized by set into comma-separated values
(CSV) ﬁles. Anonymous keys link to demographic data. We
provide scripts with heuristics for evaluating “good-faith” responses as discussed below, examples of how to parse the
Style Similarity Dataset:
Dataset Generation Parameters
Total Texts
798
Total Excerpts
1806
Total Triplets
21,630
Excerpt Extraction Parameters
# of excerpts per text
2-4
Words per excerpt
~200
Do excerpts include dialogue?
[None, Some, All]
Triplet Creation Parameters
# of times an excerpt is the anchor
5-30
Table 1. We generate a set of triplets of excerpts in order to crowdsource
style similarity judgments. Triplets are separated into disjoints sets to
support various machine learning techniques as well as ways of looking
at style. Reported totals are the sum of all sets; ranges represent parameters that vary between sets. A full characterization of all parameters
and sets can be found with the open source dataset.

Style Similarity Dataset:
Crowdsourcing Results
Collected Judgments
Judgments From Good-Faith Responders
% Good-faith judgments of all judgments
High-Agreement Triplets
High-Agreement triplets as a percentage of all
triplets with ≥ 3 good-faith judgments

150,720
66,061
44%
5,162
45%

Table 2. We crowdsource style similarity judgments for the generated
triplets, and process them to select a set of good-faith, high-agreement results. Good-faith judgments refer to those left after cleaning (see subsection Dataset - Cleaning). High-agreement triplets refers to those with a
preponderance of raters choosing the same answer (see subsection Modeling Style - Deﬁning High-Agreement Triplets).

CSVs, and a full characterization of set parameters, as well as
an example of how to use the data for the machine learning
model described below.
This is the ﬁrst dataset of tacit perceptions of style in ﬁction.
It crosses genres and authorship boundaries, opening new
directions for computational style research.
MODELING STYLE WITH THE SIMILARITY DATASET

To create computational interfaces for literary style in contemporary ﬁction, we need a model that reﬂects human experiences of style. Using the dataset presented above, we develop
a model of style by training a neural net to make judgments
of stylistic similarity of the form described above (“Is A more
similar to B or C?”). The goal is for the model’s results to align
with the crowdsourced human consensus of style, instantiating
the crowd’s shared tacit knowledge.
Deﬁning High-Agreement Triplets

Since style is highly subjective, no single model can reﬂect
every individual’s choices. We therefore focused on the stylistic comparisons for which there was high agreement among
crowdworkers. In this way, we may develop a model that
effectively captures some shared opinions about style, though
it may not be effective at handling controversial cases. We
deﬁne “high-agreement” triplets as those where at least three
more crowdworkers chose the majority answer than the other
answer (Fig. 2, Part 3). Of triplets with at least 3 good-faith
judgments, 45% qualify as high-agreement (Table 2).
Training a Predictive Model

The model was trained on 916 high-agreement triplets (as
1,008 triplets had been collected at the time of the user study,
and 92 were reserved for testing). We created a binary classiﬁer trained with a binary cross entropy loss function. It
takes as input an excerpt triplet, and classiﬁes it into two categories, B or C, indicating which excerpt is most similar to
A. We pre-process each excerpt in the triplet into sequences
of characters, sequences of parts of speech, and sequences of
word embeddings [27]. These transformations are motivated
by features canonically used in stylometric work: character
n-grams, syntactic features (which depend on parts of speech),
and lexical features (which depend on the words themselves)
[33]. The neural net then operates on the sequences independently, following [4], which explored the beneﬁt of processing
multiple input types (sequences of parts of speech, lexical
features, and word n-grams) independently in the context of
authorship analysis. An LSTM is used for parts of speech, and
separate convolutional nets are used for characters and embeddings. After processing, the output vectors are recombined
into a single vector of length 48 that represents each excerpt. A
modiﬁed L2 norm of these vectors is used to calculate the distances between A and B, and A and C, which determines the
ﬁnal classiﬁcation. See the supplemental dataset for additional
details.
The model was tested against 92 high-agreement triplets.
These triplets are completely disjoint from the training data,
with no overlap between source texts. We achieve 67% test
accuracy ((True B + True C) / All Points), and an F1-score

Figure 3. From left: Style comparisons from the collected dataset are used to train a predictive model, which learns a high-dimensional vector
embedding associated with how people perceive style. The embedding is projected to 2 dimensions using principal component analysis (PCA). By
mapping a color space to the 2D projection, the style of text excerpts can be associated with a color, and used to create interactive experiences (Left
Interface: Explorer; Right Interface: Editor).

of .67 (precision = .61, recall = .73), with a baseline of 55%.
While low in comparison to the accuracy of neural nets in domains with well-deﬁned correct answers, accuracy is similar
to that achieved by the in-person validation (70%) described
above. This represents a meaningful signal in a highly subjective problem domain. Additional training data might lead
to further improvement, but there may be limits to potential
improvement, because people themselves disagree about style.
There is no universal ground truth, so it is unlikely that any
model could deliver extreme accuracy.
Visualizations

In order to predict style judgments, the model learns a 48D
vector embedding of the excerpts, associated with how people
perceive style. While effective for machine learning, this
high-dimensional space is an intractable representation for
people. To make the style information comprehensible, we
downproject it to a 2D plane, which is easily represented on a
screen (however, 3D or other dimensionalities could be equally
valid). We call the projection the “style space.”
We use principal component analysis (PCA) for the downprojection. As PCA is a common method, it provides a familiar
baseline for initial explorations. To interpret the resulting axes,
we identify their correlations with stylometric features in the
subsection Validating the Style Space, below. The 15 dimensions in the embedding most important to PCA are normal or
nearly normal; remaining dimension are mostly sparse.
We map colors onto the style space to help users interpret
and discuss the results. Colors provide a memorable and
describable representation of sub-areas. Each text excerpt can
be mapped to a single color based on its position (Fig. 3, right).
The color mappings also support the full-text visualizations
described in the next section. We use the CIELAB color space
[21], a perceptually uniform 3D representation of color, and ﬁx
it to a single lightness value to reduce the parameter space to
2D. Colors come laden with many, often contradictory, cultural
associations; we do not attempt to align the style space with
any prior color associations. Below we demonstrate how users
successfully engaged with this visual mapping in discussing

style. These representations help users interpret the style space
by presenting the information in familiar ways: colors and 2D
scatterplots can reveal patterns at a glance that are not apparent
from numerical data.
A single color can represent an individual excerpt. An entire
work, however, may consist of passages with different styles,
and the work’s full effect may depend on their interplay. We
use the colors of the style space to create a gradient for an
entire text, using a ~20 word sliding window to analyze chunks
of ~200 words. Each chunk is represented as a narrow bar of
its associated color; transitions are smoothed with a gradient
(Fig. 4B,C). We call this visualization a “style barcode.”
We leverage the considerations of both close and distant reading in designing the barcode visualizations. By retaining the
vertical structure of text and aligning each color with the lines
of text that produced it, a “zoomed in” view of the barcode
facilitates an interaction in the manner of close reading (Fig.
4B). A “zoomed out” view can display a global perspective of
multiple texts at once (Fig. 4C), facilitating high-level analysis and comparisons among texts in the manner of distant
reading. In both views, the sequential nature of the data is
retained, enabling users to see how style shifts within a story,
and giving a visual sense for local as well as overall style.
Validating the Style Space

Since there are no universally accepted deﬁnitions of style,
we validate the model and projection using several heuristic
analyses.
Style Projection: The book Exercises in Style, by French
novelist and poet Raymond Queneau, retells a single brief story
(about 1 paragraph long) in 99 different styles. It has been
translated into many languages, including English [30]. If the
style space axes identiﬁed above (Fig. 4A) effectively separate
styles, Queneau’s intentionally stylistically distinct retellings
should spread out across the style space. Note that we do not
recalculate PCA here, rather we project the retellings onto the
existing space. As expected, the retellings spread across most
of the style space (Fig. 5). Some interesting clusters do arise:

Figure 4. We implemented two style interfaces: the Explorer and the Editor. (A) Explorer: 200-word excerpts are plotted as points on a color plane.
New excerpts can be added with the text box. Hovering over a point displays its text to the right of the style space. (B, C) Editor: Style is shown as a
color barcode beside longer texts. (B) Three 1500-word excerpts of canonical texts are shown in the zoomed out mode for distant comparison. (Top B)
Kafka’s The Metamorphosis, (Middle B) Hemingway’s Hills Like White Elephants, and (Bottom B) Melville’s Moby Dick. (C) The Metamorphosis is zoomed
in for a detailed view, demonstrating the section highlighting. Lines highlighted in grey contribute to the analysis of the blue bar directly under the
cursor position. The highlighted area animates as the cursor is moved. As users edit the text, the visualization updates.

Metric
avg. word length
ratio verbs
ratio adverbs
ratio adjectives
ratio punctuation
avg. sentence
length
function words
avg. clause
length

for example, the cluster along the top edge consists mostly
of “nonsense” retellings, such as the Anagrams version in
which the letters are mixed up into nonsense anagrams. These
nonsense retellings take extreme values in the style space;
the visualization clips their positions to ﬁt them in the view,
resulting in clustering along the top edge.
Stylometric Correlations: We would expect to see mild correlations between our style space and standard stylometric
features. Perfect correlation would indicate that our approach
adds little to the current understanding of style; conversely,
no correlation might indicate that our model captures noise.
We performed a linear regression between a selection of 23
standard stylometric features [33, 39, 40] (Table 3) and the
48D style space. The most correlated metrics are average word
length (R2 = .25), and the ratio of verbs to all words (R2 = .22)
(Table 3), indicating that the high-dimensional style space is
weakly correlated with these common stylometric features.
Our model captures signals associated with the stylometric
approach, but cannot be fully reduced to these explicit features.

Figure 5. Exercises in Style by Raymond Queneau retells one scene in
99 styles. The retellings spread
across much of the style space derived in Fig. 4. The cluster along
the top edge arises from ‘nonsense’
retellings (e.g. Anagrams).

R2
0.25
0.22
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.11

Table 3. Linear regression
of stylometric features on the
48D style space shows correlations with several common
metrics. Ratios = metric /
words in passage. 23 metrics
were calculated; table shows
those with R2 > 0.10

We also note correlations between the main dimension used
by the second component of the PCA projection (mapped to
the vertical axis of the 2D style space) and speciﬁc stylometric
features associated with sentence length (e.g. average sentence
length, average clause length, ratio of verbs). The vertical axis
of our style space is weakly correlated with sentence length,
but also represents additional nuance in the data not captured
by common stylometric features.

Explorer: The explorer interface displays the style space with
interactive points representing excerpts. Hovering over a point
displays its associated excerpt on the screen to the right of the
style space. Interactive text boxes allow the user to add new
texts. Users may input their own writing or other texts. The
Explorer allows users both to learn how to interpret the style
space and to gain insight into the styles of works of interest to
them. For the user study, we pre-loaded a subset of excerpts
from the style similarity dataset (Fig. 4A).

APPLICATIONS

Editor: The editor interface displays style barcodes for longer
texts. Interactive text boxes allow users to input and edit text,
while viewing the associated visualization. Users can view the
texts at two levels of zoom: the smallest allows entire works
to be seen at a glance and compared against other works (Fig.
4B), and the largest allows line-by-line style inspection and
interactive editing (Fig. 4C). Hovering over a location on the

We instantiate our visual representations of style in two applications for searching and composing text. These applications
are presented as probes into possible uses of style-aware interfaces, and explored in the user study presented below. The
applications are implemented as web pages. New texts are
analyzed using the model discussed in the preceding section.

barcode highlights the lines of text that generated the selected
color bar. A button updates the visualizations after text has
been modiﬁed. Users can visualize the style of a work in
progress, or of an existing text, in the context of both close and
distant reading, and can see patterns of style change within the
overall work and over time as it is edited.
The applications leverage the comparative nature of the style
model. Because distance encodes similarity in style space,
interpreting it requires comparing excerpts, as done via the
Explorer. The Editor facilitates comparisons within or between
longer works (Fig. 4A).
USER STUDY

We performed an exploratory study to investigate how users interacted with the style applications. We recruited 6 participants
(1 man, 4 women, 1 not stated) from campus mailing lists for
English, Literature, Computer Science, Design, and Creative
Writing. All used long-form writing in their academic, personal, or professional lives. Formal training in literary analysis
varied from high school or equivalent to extensive graduate
training. Three are graduate students in writing-related ﬁelds.
One is a professor of creative writing. All are native English
speakers. Mean age was 30 (21-45), with a mean of 10 years
experience in their main writing domain. Participants were
compensated US$20 for a 1 hour study.
Participants began by explaining their own deﬁnition of style
and discussing whether and how considerations of style featured in their reading or writing habits. They were then introduced to the Explorer interface (Fig. 4A). We demonstrated
the possible interactions, and explained how the projection
was created from the model, including the accuracy limitations of the model and how those errors might manifest in
the projection as misplaced points. Participants were then
instructed to talk aloud as they spent ten minutes investigating
the excerpts projected in the style space, and to describe any
patterns or contradictions they noticed. Some chose to add
additional excerpts using the interactive text boxes, including
academic papers, news articles, and short stories. Once they
were familiar with the style space, they were introduced to
the Editing interface (Fig. 4B, C). They were asked to read
an excerpt of a fairy tale, and describe its style, then use the
interfaces however they wished to edit that excerpt into a new
style. Afterwards, they discussed their use of the tool and the
style of the modiﬁed fairy tale. Finally, an open-ended interview explored their thoughts about the interfaces, whether and
how they might use such tools in their everyday writing and
reading, and whether their thoughts about style had changed.

I have not thought about [how] I could put them on di˙erent
axes.
P5 I think that when I framed what style is in the beginning,
I talked most about sentence and paragraph...Now I’m wondering...what is the smallest unit of style and what is the largest
unit of style that is meaningful?
P6 What I ﬁrst said, that style is about time, actually this is
making me think that maybe style is the opposite of that, what
remains constant regardless of subject matter and time span.

The authors are aware of no other writing interfaces that afford
this type of critical engagement with style. Interfaces based on
feature counts suppress the ambiguity and dialogue between
users and texts. As Gaver et al. discuss [9], ambiguity of
information can make an interface “evocative rather than didactic,” and encourage self-reﬂection and critical engagement
with the system. Our interface invites users to bring their own
interpretations of style to the interaction, while encouraging
them to challenge their instincts and preconceptions about
style. As P6 noted, “It’s just cool to be able to play with the idea of
what style is...it could be useful as much to trouble deﬁnitions of style
versus ﬁxing a deﬁnition of style. To me, making trouble is useful.”

Gestalt Over Details

The idea of ‘gestalt’ is that of “an organized whole that is
perceived as more than the sum of its parts.” 5 Gestalt effects
are important in writing, for instance:
P5 What feels right depends on how many sentences you read
before and after; there is a rhythm to each paragraph that you
don’t get if you just go sentence by sentence.

Several participants found more value in the gestalt of the
visualization than the details, appreciating the high-level view
of the barcode representation:
P2 You can look at [the barcode] and it makes sense as both
being diverse, but also uniﬁed, and di˙erent than the other text,
which has its own diversity.

Viewing the barcodes as a whole gave a sense of variation and
similarity that would be absent if individual passages were
examined separately. The barcodes successfully surfaced both
impressions of local and global style, and enabled discussion
of comparisons between works. Focusing on details of exact
color or position was less productive. When a detailed inspection is needed, a more explicit tool might be more appropriate,
while the ambiguous visualization of style is effective for gaining an overall sense of a work and prompting engagement with
style.

RESULTS

Due to small sample size, we present qualitative results.

The Continued Ineffability of Style

New Experiences of Style

Participants repeatedly conﬁrmed that style remains best understood as a tacit, ineffable experience.

Users reported that the tools prompted deeper engagement
with the notion of style. Even experienced participants, who
think about and teach elements of style on a daily basis, challenged their own conceptions of style:
P4 Seeing [excerpts] on the color map really made me try to
articulate the di˙erences. I could feel each one is di˙erent but

P6 It’s just that this word is better here, I don’t know why. I
can make up a reason – you know the number of syllables, it’s
fewer syllables than the alternative and it reads faster – but a lot
of times it’s just that it sounds better because it sounds better.
5 Oxford
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Notably, while formal training inﬂuences the way people describe aspects of style decisions or analyze style, it remains
tacit within their own practice. P1, a published author and
professor of creative writing, said:
P1 The way I explain it to my students...Ideally you’re absorbing
[style] in class and when you’re actively learning so when you
do it you don’t think about it. So it’s like a ballet dancer who
learns in class to hold in your stomach, lift your elbow, lift your
chin, but then when she’s on stage she’s not thinking about any
of those things.

These descriptions illustrate the tacit understanding of style.
Explicit language and direct recommendations for changing
stylistic features have value, but not during creative production,
when the experience should remain tacit.
The color space supports the tacit approach through its open
and ﬂexible representation. Participants engaged with the
changing colors as they changed the style of editable text, and
constructed their own meanings as the colors updated:
P4 This section is pinker. It wasn’t pink before. I imagine it’s
because I structured the sentences di˙erently and took out a
lot of fairy-tale style by making it super simple...I looked back
at the interface, based on my estimates of di˙erent styles, what
those colors meant to me, and use[d] that to ﬁgure out if this
is enough of a style change.

Sometimes the ambiguity of the interface was uncomfortable,
P2 “It’s weird to not know what do the pink and blue do, but
try to talk about them.”

but at the same time, it was “stimulating” (P2), and inspired
playful interactions with style:
P5 [Ernest Vincent Wright] wrote a book without using the
letter ‘e’...so I want to write a book that is all beige...I want to
paste some of my writing and...see what kind of sunset I get.

With this kind of visual language, we could imagine interactions around learned associations: embracing a tacit approach
through a shared vocabulary that does not require precise
deﬁnition may encourage discussions of style; glancing at a
visualization may give a sense of style instantly for text that
would otherwise take hours to read and analyze.

Ambiguity Invites Personal Interpretations

As expected from the formative study, style continues to be
highly personal, contextual, and ﬂuid. There was a certain
level of consistency in interpretations of the style space: for
example, two participants separately arrived at the same description for the upper left section of the style space:
P4 [The] blue section is maybe more descriptive and not trying
to mimic the way people speak.
P3 [The] ones in blue are like describing something, some situation...[the] blue ones might be about description.

A third participant described that area as “ornate, maybe introspective,” (P5) which may correlate with “descriptive.”

But no theories were universally supported; participants often
encountered incongruities:
P2 [Rowling] has more lively style and [is] more straightforward.
I am puzzled why [these two authors] are nested together.
P6 Let me look at other [points] closest to it. This would seem
to go against what I just said, because this is a ﬁrst person, character based story. So maybe there’s not as clear of a di˙erence
as I thought.
P5 This one has longer words and denser paragraphs, so maybe
that’s something. Down here we have more back and forth
text...well it’s not universally true.

Some uncertainties may arise from ﬂaws in the model or the
projection; since it only yields 67% accuracy, and reducing
style to two dimensions discards many nuances. But it may
also represent the fundamental ambiguity of style: since there
is no universally accepted deﬁnition, results that makes sense
to one person may strike another as odd. Our tool supports this
natural engagement with the ﬂuidity of style, enabling a wide
variety of interpretations. Participants spoke of looking for
different metrics in the space; for example, P1 thought about
how removed the reader feels from the action, P5 about word
and sentence length, and P2 noticed gender in the narrative
voices. No generalized representation of style will perfectly
satisfy every individual’s personal judgments, and should not
claim to. The value lies in encouraging the interpretation.
DISCUSSION

Writers have long used libraries, references, thesauruses, and
other tools to help shape their work. Word processors with
grammar checking and stylometric heuristics have further
shaped how people write, edit, and critique their and others’
work. Our computational approach to style opens new possibilities for interactions with word processors, exploratory discovery, collaborative writing and cooperative literary spaces.
Collaborative Style and Editing

In the user study, participants envisioned uses around editing
contexts, such as working on a long document like a dissertation (P4), where picking out inconsistent sections quickly
is essential, or maintaining a coherent character voice (P6).
Indeed, while editing this paper, the Editor application enabled
the authors to see places where each had written stylistically
incompatible sections. In this case, we sought a uniﬁed stylistic voice, but in other situations the visualization could also
help ensure styles remain distinct when authors want separate
voices (Fig. 1, far right). The style interfaces also provide access to community knowledge: the shared color representation
between the Editor, which displays own style, and the Explorer,
which shows examples of other writing, supports investigating
how one’s own style ﬁts into the broader landscape.
Learning Style

Since knowledge of style is tacit, it can be hard to teach and
learn, especially for those ﬁrst encountering literary critique,
learning to apply it in their own creative writing, or writing in a
new language. Style interfaces may provide assistance in these
contexts. Participants noted the beneﬁts of surfacing style
through a computational interface for students who are still

learning to critically engage with style: “I can imagine it being
useful for students...operating with hunches, to see the breakdown and
evidence of what they feel” (P2). Revealing student “hunches,”

or tacit knowledge, through the visualizations could encourage
critical reﬂection and further engagement. A participant in
the formative study discussed the challenges of adjusting her
academic writing style for an English-speaking audience:
F1 It’s just the American way, direct sentences and simple
sentences, rather than complex, long sentences. I used to write
sentences that [were] like 3, 4 lines long, and that was acceptable
in India, which is not how most [of the] English speaking world
writes.

Style interfaces could help writers adapt to new style norms
through visualizations of current or target styles.
Exploratory Discovery in Online Communities

Nontraditional corpora and cooperative literary communities
may be a fruitful application area for computational style tools.
In domains such as fanﬁction and other free, online writing,
automated recommendation systems are not common. Instead,
users depend on the community and on content-based search
tools to ﬁnd stories. For fanﬁction in particular, where writers
share the same characters, settings, and plots, style might
provide helpful information to users seeking stories they would
enjoy. Since style is subjective, an interface that invites the
user’s participation and interpretations, such as visualizations,
may be more appropriate than black-boxed recommendations.
Visualizations could carry meaning across platforms, allowing
a user to identify a style they like on a fanﬁction site, then
ﬁnd similar styles on another site, like Amazon.com (Fig. 1,
second from right). Style interfaces might even extend beyond
computer screens, and into physical contexts, such as dynamic
screens on book spines (Fig. 1, far left).
Enhanced Experiences

E-readers are beginning to introduce computational tools for
interacting with e-books, such as the Kindle X-Ray feature,
which displays the frequency of occurrences of names and
key terms. Style tools offer another form of computational
insight into texts. Furthermore, representations of style need
not always be visual; texture could carry a similar information
in a tactile manner, opening up modalities for blind or colorblind users (Fig. 1, second from left).

Regardless of model performance, the nature of style is such
that certain aspects cannot be identiﬁed by current techniques.
How can we capture ‘intent,’ or discriminate between subversion or reinforcement of convention in an excerpt of text?
These are questions of nuance that currently remain in the
human realm.
Exploring other representations of style may be valuable. Nuance is lost in the downprojection from the high-dimensional
representation to 2D space; while PCA is a straightforward
method to project the style space, it is not the only way. One
could imagine anchoring a plane on three speciﬁc works, to
deﬁne a style space based on the characteristics of well-known
authors, or using an interactive approach such as that described
in [16] to dynamically ﬁnd relevant views. The user study here
focused on web-based interfaces; future work could explore
user reactions to visualizations in other contexts (e.g. the
envisioned applications on book spines or in online marketplaces). The interfaces could move beyond colors, exploring
alternate visual representations, or beyond visual representations entirely, using textural representations or adapting to an
individual’s own associations with style.
Finally, it is important to note that we do not wish for style
interfaces to replace close reading or direct interaction with
the texts themselves. Style tools are complementary, assisting
in contexts where traditional close reading is not the desired
interaction.
CONCLUSION

For most people, knowledge of style is tacit. Formal analysis by literary scholars and existing computational metrics
are valuable, but do not necessarily capture people’s experience of style. Here we demonstrated a new way to analyze
writing focused on people’s tacit sense of style. Rather than
using categories such as authorship or genre, we created a
novel crowdsourced dataset of direct comparisons of style,
leveraging the tacit knowledge of hundreds of readers, and
published the dataset for others to use. We then developed a
machine learning model to predict these comparisons, yielding
a high-dimensional style space. Using the model, we created
interactive tools for the exploration and editing of style. In
a user study, we found that such interfaces afford new interactions with style and provoke creative, critical engagement.
Addressing the tacit dimension of style opens up exciting new
directions for computational style research and interactive
style interfaces.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Some of the confusions identiﬁed in the user study may be
associated with the performance of the model. While a perfect model is neither possible nor desirable, pursuing higher
performance may be valuable. Evaluating different text encoding methods could provide insight into the most effective
modeling approach and improve performance; for instance,
comparing document embeddings [8] to the encoding used
here (combining sequences of parts of speech, word embeddings, and characters). Our data may be inﬂuenced by a wide
range of stylistic norms, as the crowdworkers who contributed
to the dataset come from many countries, and many spoke
English as a second language.
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